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HAPPINESS



Glimmer
By Mrs. Coughlin
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Love To Me Is….

Love to me is a walk in the rain at night, two hands holding onto each other tight; love to me is
honey on a pair of lips, onto a tender heart it drips; love to me is a soft and gentle touch; your
heart. love to me is a song that stains the air, dead or not, it's always there; love to me is both the
sun and moon, across the sky, like stars, it's strewn; love to me is a document, to one another,
now do you belong; love to me is a river that rages with passion, �nding ways to calm pools no
matter the fashion; love to me, is love. love to you can be whatever you want it to be.

Livia Goforth
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Madeline Kruger
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Johnnie Shedrick Jr.
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Untitled

There are two paths on Earth.

One path is like a wise old man

And the other is a cheetah.

One of the two is a foot further,

So it is unchallenging to get over it.

Both paths end with a deep canyon,

And at the bottom rocks and stones doze o�

To the sound of the reckless river.

But there is no way around,

but to jump.

Colm McGrath
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A Stained White Christmas

Christmas time is here ~
There’s nothing to fear ~

With the white on the ground  ~
Polar Express is bound  ~

A lonely house ~
With a lonely spouse ~

A present in hand ~
Waiting on her man ~

As the door creaks open ~
His heart becomes broken ~

The snow still falling ~
The man starts stalling ~

With a step in her walk ~
She begins to talk ~
Fear in his body ~

Oh how jolly ~

With her hand raised high ~
The police come by ~

And the spouse restrained ~
…

But the snow’s still stained ~

Jessica Strauser
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Annaliese Evenden
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Waiting for a Dance
Mrs. Coughlin
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ways of coping
some people can drink their problems away,
until they wake up in a random place.

others go from woman to man, man to woman, hoping they’ll �nd someone who �ts the
missing piece that they so long to �nd.

some people use silver, and turn their souls into a deep red, but only when they place it in their
delicate skin that they claim they don’t love.

others inhale chemicals, or plants to ease the pain, to forget what it feels like to miss someone.

some people rip their hearts out, put it on a piece of paper, add some words on it, and call it a
day. they call this poetry.

while others place the shapes and colors of their emotions on a blank canvas, and call it art.

all of these things listed are di�erent, but one thing we all have in common is,

these things are healing a heart none of us broke in the �rst place.

ladies and gentlemen, i’d like to introduce you to coping mechanisms.

Livia Goforth
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Lydia Tinney
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“A Story of Anxiousness”

insomnia.
Another sleepless night of turmoil makes me anxious about waking up the following day. Fear
haunts my crowded brain of thoughts pondering o� of one another, thinking about the
worst-case scenario of something that may never happen. Worry trembles down my spine,
releasing panic throughout every part of my body. Breathing becomes an obstacle. It’s like a
weight of a million tons is on my chest, blocking me from getting air to �ow through my lungs
to the rest of my body. I wish for peace, and I long for something greater than this feeling I have
right now—the fear of the unknown– the very cause of death of this reality. My heart tries to
remind myself not to lose sight of something that hasn’t happened yet, for we do not know the
greater good of our destruction and termination, but the fear fogs my brain on this cloudy
night instead.

exhaustion.
Eyes heavy, I blink into this reality that I need to catch a break. The wind brushes at my ankles,
sending shivers down my spine, yet nothing changes. This is a time to be joyful, but I am so lost
in my weariness that it takes too much energy to smile. I drag my feet across the ground,
making my way up the driveway as I have just completed another tough week of prevailing. All
this hard work will be paid o� to burn me out again later in the future continuously. A
continuous trail of fatigue makes me fear what’s to come in the future. What if I never get to
where I am going? What if I fall apart before my life begins to take o�?

Ashley Meecha
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Allyson U
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Grieving

Time is �ckle
Some days stretch far beyond the stars
Others pass like like fairies
Too quick to even catch a glimpse

I used to wish time would stop
Take a breather
Let me admire the moments before they pass
But it never relented
Always jogging at a pace that I couldn't keep

Time seems to have changed its mind
It's stopped
So unmoving
I don't know how long it's been

For now I am grieving
Grieving the time that I have lost
Time I will never get back
Memories blurred
But forever etched in my mind

Living in the past
And not knowing
How to reach the future
Quick enough

The pumpkins will rot
The leaves will fall
And the seasons will change
Before I ever leave
Wherever I am

Time is not like us
It does not grieve.

Anonymous 14



Casey Thornburg
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ANGER / PROTEST



Sand and Stars

Sand and Stars, above and below this cursed plane that has been torn apart.

Sand and Stars open up for the blood, tears, and thoughts of those worn of heart, soul, and

mind.

Sand and Stars, like watchful eyes, they never stop watching the sins of Assad and his army.

Sand and Stars will far outlast this war and the government that is �ghting against it. Sand and

Stars cannot console the people ripped of their glee. Sand and Stars cannot bring back the once

beautiful buildings, the relatives we loved, or the once peaceful cities. Sand and Stars cannot

keep peace between blood soaked hands and hearts of stone. But we are greater than Sand and

Stars, we can mend this injured land, we can give other people a helping hand. Sand and Stars

cannot take a stand, for that job is ours my friend, so do what you can to help end this �ght and

heal some scars.

So then maybe others can see some light, that is the light of a beautiful sky of stars.

Anonymous
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The Real Problem

As you sit and think to yourself,

“What was she wearing?”,

You are turning your head to the real problem.

When you choose to focus on how she looked,

You are part of the problem in this society.

If you choose to disregard how she was treated,

You should think again.

She sat there as quietly as calm waters.

As she dumps her story on you,

She hoped you wouldn’t focus on that.

The trust she put into you,

Has now faded away.

All because,

You chose to ignore,

“The real problem”.

Evie Markus
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Luca Rider
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We. Us. Our. Together.

Loss of lives,

grief and strife,

constant violence,

and all there is

is silence.

787 citizens. all brutally murdered. due to their race.

When will we stop �ghting?

When will we stop being silenced?

When will we realize that staying silent is violent?

When will they stop us from �ghting?

Our voices matter. We have a voice. We must use it.

We. Us. Our. Together.

Livia Goforth
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Rinse And Repeat

Wake out of bed, rinse and repeat

Rub my eyes, rinse and repeat

Say the pledge, rinse and repeat

Study the exam, rinse and repeat

riveting, repetitive, reality is corrosive

rinse and repeat

Just do as your told raise your hand before you speak, rinse and repeat

Why can’t I change? Break the cycle

Just shut up, your just a kid

it's always worked this way why change it now

Bow Down to the rich not like you have a choice, rinse and repeat

Work your 9 to 5, rinse and repeat

Don’t ask questions just do what your told

Rinse and repeat, no it's time for a change.

Adam Cantrell
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LOSS OF LOVE



Their Laughter

The laughs, haunting me.

Voices echo like a wolf’s howl.

It's consuming me.

Aiden Francway
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Decaying Pumpkins

The fall breeze gives me the excitement of all the sweaters I’ll get to wear
Or the excitement comes from having an excuse to hide my body from sight,

Our feet step on leaves
while we lack empathy for the small things,

The Tumbleweed shreds our hearts
as you did on that ghostly night,

The birds �y south
While I soar away from my problems with beaten wings,

The breezes howl echos the scream in my head
I can’t let out,

My stomach turns warm
when couples with their co�ee hold hands,

Tears come every night
When I see the friends that left,

I bite into a bitter apple set out too long
Which feels like karma for my attitude as of late,

Sometimes I feel fall is like a rotting pumpkin
Its beautiful, plump, orange, and round
Then decays into a brown sluggish mess,

Maybe that’s how my feelings are during fall as well
Excited for new weather, new colored leaves, new adventures
Then decays into never enough sleep, upset over everything, and just becoming a mess

Did you think they knew they were going to rot with time?

Isabella R. Barb
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Gabe Wikel
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Madelyn Schlesinger
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HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS



Warm and Bright
Mrs. Coughlin
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Savannah Rodenbucher
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Reach
Mrs. Coughlin
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SPECIAL MENTION



Cameron Jacobs
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Emma Basinski
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�ank you to those who submitted! Your artwork and poems/ short stories were amazing and we

can’t wait to see more.

You can submit artwork, poems, short stories, or all three if you feel like it to

@ecliterarymagazine@gmail.com.

Sincerely,

Your Literary Magazine Team
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